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ABSTRACT
One of the key properties of a program is its input specification. Having a formal input specification can be critical in fields such as vulnerability analysis, reverse engineering, software testing, clone detection, or refactoring. Unfortunately, accurate input specifications for typical programs are often unavailable or out of date.

In this paper, we present a general algorithm that takes a program and a small set of sample inputs and automatically infers a readable context-free grammar capturing the input language of the program. We infer the syntactic input structure only by observing access to input characters at different locations of the input parser. This works on all stack based recursive descent input parsers, including parser combiners, and works entirely without program specific heuristics. Our Mimid prototype produced accurate and readable grammars for a variety of evaluation subjects, including complex languages such as JSON, TinyC, and JavaScript.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software reverse engineering; Dynamic analysis; • Theory of computation → Grammars and context-free languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the key properties of a program is its input specification. Having a formal input specification is important in diverse fields such as reverse engineering [18], program refactoring [29], and program comprehension [23, 44]. To generate complex system inputs for testing, a specification for the input language is practically mandatory [12, 27, 32].
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However, formal input specifications are seldom available, and when they are, they may be incomplete [14], obsolete, or inaccurate with respect to the program [47]. Unfortunately, determining the input language of a program is a non-trivial problem even when the source code is available [27]. Therefore, obtaining input models automatically bears great promise for software engineering.

While researchers have tried to tackle the problem of grammar recovery using black-box approaches [14, 48], the seminal paper by Angluin and Khartinov [11] shows that a pure black-box approach is doomed to failure as there cannot be a polynomial time algorithm in terms of the number of queries needed for recovering a context-free grammar from membership queries alone. Hence, only white-box approaches that take program semantics into account can obtain an accurate input specification.

The first white-box approach to extract input structures from programs is the work by Lin et al. [39, 40], which recovers parse trees from inputs using a combination of static and dynamic analysis. However, Lin et al. stop at recovering the parse trees with limited labeling, and the recovery of a grammar from the parse trees is non-trivial (as the authors recognize in the paper, and as indicated by the limited number publications in this topic even though recovering such a grammar is important in many areas of software engineering).
The one approach so far that extracts human-readable input grammars from programs is Automat [33] by Höschele et al. Given a program and a set of inputs, Automat extracts an approximate context-free grammar of the program’s input language. It does so by tracking the dynamic data flow between variables at different locations: If a part of the input is assigned to a variable called protocol1, this substring forms a (protocol) nonterminal in the grammar.

While dynamic data flows produce well-structured grammars on a number of subjects, the approach depends on a number of assumptions, the most important being that some data flow to a unique variable has to be there in the first place. If a program accepts a structured input where only part of the input is saved and used, there is no data flow to learn from in the unsaved parts.

Second, learning from dynamic data flows requires special heuristics to work around common parsing patterns identified; the data flow induced by a parser lookahead, for instance, has to be ignored as it would otherwise break the model [35]. Finally, common patterns such as passing the complete input as an array with an index indicating current parse status can break the subsumption model. These shortcomings limit learning from data flows to a small class of input processors.

In this paper, we describe a general algorithm to recover the input grammar from a program without any of these limitations. Rather than being based on data flows to unique variables, it recovers the input grammar from dynamic control flow and how input characters are accessed from different locations in the parser. Our algorithm works regardless of whether and how the parsed data is stored and requires no heuristics to identify parsing patterns. It works on all program stack based recursive descent parsers, including modern techniques such as parser combinators. The recursive descent family of parsers makes up 80% of the top programming language parsers on GitHub [41].

The resulting grammars are well-structured and very readable. As an example, consider the JSON grammar shown in Figure 1, which our Mimid prototype extracted from microjson.py. Each JSON element has its own production rule; (json_number), for instance, lists a number as a string of digits. Rules capture the recursive nature of the input: A (json_list) contains (json_raw) elements, which in turn are other JSON values. All identifiers of nonterminals are derived from the names of the input functions that consume them. All this makes for very readable grammars that can be easily understood, adapted, and extended.

Why do we emphasize the readability of extracted grammars? Recovering readable grammars is important in a number of areas in software engineering [46].

- The recovered grammar represents the input specification of the given program and provides an overview of how the program processes its inputs. This can be used for understanding the program and identifying where possible vulnerabilities lie. The grammar recovered can be useful for identifying the difference between differing implementations, and even for identifying how the input specification changed across revisions, and identifying compatibility issues.
- A large number of recent bugs have been caused by incorrectly implemented parsers for common specifications [43].

Recovering the actual grammar of the inputs accepted by the program can help us identify the problematic parts easily.
- Another important use of grammar is for debugging where techniques such as hierarchical delta debugging [42] can only be applied if one has the program input grammar. An input grammar for a given program can also be of use if one wants to repair damaged inputs [37]. In all these cases, the inputs need to be decomposed into smaller fragments.
- When using a grammar as an input producer for testing, readable grammars allow testers to refine the grammar with specific inputs such as logins, passwords, or exploits. Given such a grammar, one can contract the grammar such that only specific subparts are generated if one is first able to understand what parts of the grammar correspond to the part that one is interested in. If even a partial human readable grammar is available, it can be expanded with human knowledge on features where the miner may not have sufficient inputs or identify vulnerabilities through human inspection of the grammar (e.g. allowing special characters in user names). Fuzzers can only allow for such control if the model is human-readable.

In the remainder of this paper, we first illustrate our approach on a simple, self-contained example in Section 2. We then detail our contributions:

1. We provide a general algorithm for deriving the context-free approximation of an input language from a recursive descent parser. Our approach relies on tracking character accesses in the input buffer (Section 3), which is easy to implement for a variety of languages that support string wrappers, or the source can be transformed to support such wrappers, or dynamic taint information is available. From the tracked accesses, we then infer parse trees (Section 4), which we generalize by means of active learning2, before passing them to our grammar inference (Section 5). Our approach distills the developer supplied method names and input processing structure to produce human-readable input grammars.

2. We evaluate our approach using subjects in both Python and C and recover complex grammars such as JavaScript and TinyC. For the evaluation, we assess both precision and recall (Section 6) of our grammars. When compared against learning from dynamic data flows (so far the only approach for inference of human-readable grammars), we found our approach to be superior in both precision and recall.

3. In our evaluation, we also show that our approach is applicable in contexts in which no usable data flow of input fragments to variables exists such as modern parsing techniques like parser combinators which make the state of the art for writing secure parsers [17, 19].

After discussing limitations (Section 7) and related work (Section 8), Section 9 closes with conclusion and future work. The complete source code of our approach and evaluation is available.

---

1 We removed rules pertaining to whitespace processing for clarity.

2 The term active learning was first used by Dana Angluin [10] for grammar learning.
Figure 2: A Python parser for math expressions

2 OUR APPROACH IN A NUTSHELI

How does our approach work? We use lightweight instrumentation to track dynamic control flow and lightweight string wrappers (or dynamic taint information if available) to identify in which control flow nodes specific input characters are accessed. The character accesses as well as the corresponding control flow nodes are then logged. A parse tree of the input string is extracted from that trace using the following rules (which mostly follow Lin et al. [39]):

(1) A recursive descent parser tries alternatives rules until the first successful parse is found, and a character is not accessed after it was successfully parsed. Hence, the method call that accesses a particular input character last directly consumes that character. E.g. if a call to digit() is the last to access the digit 3, then 3 is consumed by that call to digit().

(2) A method call indirectly consumes a character if one of the nested method calls consumes that character.

(3) A control flow node such as a conditional (e.g. if) or loop (e.g. while) is regarded as a pseudo method. The name for the pseudo method is derived from the parent method name and a unique identifier.

(4) Names of methods that consume some part of the input are used as the nonterminal symbol for the corresponding node in the parse tree for that part.

As an example, consider Figure 2 showing a complete Python program that accepts mathematical expressions using a recursive descent parser. Running it with an argument 9+3/4 yields the tentative parse tree shown in Figure 3. The method parse_num(), which parses numeric elements, becomes the nonterminal (parse_num) in the parse tree (Figure 3), representing input numeric elements.

The parse tree is then processed further to correctly identify compatible nonterminal nodes with the following steps:

(1) Collect and group nodes by the names of their nonterminal symbols.

(2) Identify subdivisions within each nonterminal group by substituting nodes with each other in the corresponding parse trees and verifying the validity of resulting parse trees.

(3) Generate unique nonterminal symbols for identified subgroups and update them in the corresponding nodes in the parse trees. This gives us accurately labelled parse trees.

We then use this accurately labelled parse trees to infer a grammar:

(1) Each node in a parse tree is collected, and the nonterminal symbol becomes a nonterminal in the generated grammar.

(2) Each sequence of terminal and nonterminal symbols from child nodes of the nonterminal becomes a possible expansion rule for that nonterminal.

(3) Apply the prefix-tree acceptor algorithm [25] to identify regular right hand sides [36] due to loops and conditionals.

(4) Apply generalization of tokens such as converting a seen list of integers to an expression that can generate any integer.

(5) Compact and cleanup the grammar.

We extract such parse trees for a number of given inputs. Next, we traverse each tree and identify loop nodes that are similar as we detail in Section 4.1. This results in parse trees where similar nodes have similar names. Finally, we construct the grammar by recursively traversing each parse tree and collecting the name and children types and names for each node. The node names become nonterminal symbols in the grammar, and each set of children becomes one possible expansion in the grammar being constructed. The child nodes that represent characters become terminal symbols in the constructed grammar.

For our example, the final result is the grammar in Figure 4, which exactly reflects the capabilities of the program in Figure 2.
(START) ::= ((parse_expr)[+-/*])= (parse_expr)
(parse_expr) ::= (parse_num) | (parse_paren)
(parse_paren) ::= ("'(parse_expr)'")
(parse_num) ::= (parse_digit)+
(digit) ::= '0' | '1' | '2' | '3' | '4' | '5' | '6' | '7' | '8' | '9'

Figure 4: A grammar derived from the parser in Figure 2
Again, the grammar is readable with near-textbook quality and well
reflects the input structure.

3 TRACKING CONTROL FLOW AND COMPARISONS
Let us now start with describing the details of how we infer the
parse tree from dynamic control flow.

For tracking the control flow, we programatically modify the
parser source. We insert a tracker for both a method entry and an
exit as well as trackers for control flow entry and exit for any
conditions and loops. For the purposes of our approach, we consider
these control structures as pseudo methods. Every such method call
(both true and pseudo method calls) gets a unique identifier from a
counter such that a child of the current method or a later method
call gets a larger new method identifier than the current one.

In Python, for tracking the character accesses being made, we
simply wrap the input string in a proxy object that log access to
characters. We annotate each character accessed with the current
method name. For C, the above information is recovered using a
lightweight dynamic taint framework.

What if one can not distinguish parsing functions? In such case,
one can simply conservatively instrument all functions. Given that
we only log access to the initial buffer, the non-parsing functions
will have no effect (except on performance) on the parse trees
we only log access to the initial buffer, the non-parsing functions
might access the initial buffer, and insert trackers only on those functions.

In both languages, we stop tracking as soon as the input is trans-
formed or copied into a different data structure (if there is a lexer,
we continue the tracking into the parser stage)\(^3\).

We note that access to the source code is not a requirement. So
long as one can track access to the initial input string and identify
method calls (by their address if we are analysing a binary) one can
recover the required information.

4 FROM TRACES TO PARSE TREES
The previous section showed how to annotate the execution tree
with indexes of the input string accessed by each method call. At
this point, however, there can be multiple accesses by different
methods at the same input index. To assign specific indexes to
specific method calls, we follow a simple strategy informed from
the characteristics of recursive descent parsers: The last method
call that accessed a character directly consumes that character, and
its parent method calls indirectly consume that character\(^4\).

We now resolve the ownership of input index ranges between
nodes. Given any node, we obtain the starting and ending indexes
that were consumed by the node. If no other node has consumed
any character within that range, the current node directly owns that
range, and all its parent nodes indirectly own that range. If a range
overlap is found between a parent node and a child node, the tie is
decided in favor of the child, with the child node directly owning
the overlap, and the parent node indirectly owning the overlap. If
an overlap is found between two sibling nodes, the tie is decided
in favor of the sibling that accessed the part last (as the last access
to the character defines the consumer method). The sibling that is
in the overlap is recursively scanned, and any descendents of that
node that are contained in the overlap are removed.

Once the indexes are associated with method call identifiers,
we generate a call tree with each method identifier arranged such
that methods called from a given method are its children. The
directly owned input indexes are added as the leaf nodes from the
corresponding method call node. As there is no overlap, such a tree
can be considered as a parse tree for the given input string.

The parse tree at this point is given in Figure 5a, which we call
the non-generalized parse tree of the input string. In Figure 5a, each
pseudo method has a list of values in parenthesis, in the following
format. The last value in the parenthesis is the identifier for the
control flow node taken. That is, a given node name as (iff(2,3,1)),
the identifier is 3:1. It indicates that the corresponding if statement
was the third conditional in the program, and the execution took
the first (if) branch of the conditional. If the identifier was 3:2,
it would indicate that the execution took the else branch, and for
larger values, it indicates the corresponding branch of a cascading
if statement or a case statement. In the case of loops, there is only
a single branch that has child nodes, and hence this is indicated by
0. The values before the identifier correspond to the identifiers of
the pseudo-method parents of this node until the first method call.
That is, the (iff(2,3,1)) has a parent node that is a loop, and it is
the second loop in the program.

While we have produced a parse tree, it is not yet in a format
from which we can recover the context-free grammar. To be able
to do so, we need accurately labeled parse trees where any given
node can be replaced by a node of similar kind without affecting
the parse validity of the string. The problem here is that not all
iterations of loops are replaceable with each other. That is, loops
can be influenced by the previous iterations. For example, consider
the derivation tree in Figure 5a. If one considers each iteration of the
loop to be one alternate expansion to the corresponding nonterminal,
the rule recovered is:

\[
\text{(expr) } \rightarrow \text{ num } | + | / \]

However, this is incorrect as a single free-standing operator such
as + is not a valid value. The problem is that is_op encodes a link
between different iterations. Hence, we annotate each individual
iteration and leave recovering the actual repeating structure for the
next step. A similar problem occurs with method calls too. In the
produced parse tree we assume that any given nonterminal—say
\((\text{parse_num})\) — can be replaced by another instance of \((\text{parse_num})\)

\(^3\)This is one of the main differences of our technique from both Lin et al. [40] and
Höschle et al. [33] who track dynamic taints throughout the program.
\(^4\)We note that this is one of the major difference of our technique from Lin et al. [40]
who define parsing points as the last point the character was used before the parsing
where the first node is replaced by the second is parsed correctly without affecting the validity of the string. However, this assumption may not hold true in every case. The behavior of a method may be influenced by a number of factors including its parameters and the global environment. We fix this in the next step.

### 4.1 Active Learning of Labeling

To determine the precise labeling of each node, we first collect each node from each parse tree and group them by the name of the nonterminal. That is, all \( \text{parse}_\text{num} \) nodes go together, so do all \( \text{if}(1:0,1:1) \).

Next, the challenge is to identify the buckets under the grouped nodes that are compatible with each other. We consider a node as replaceable with another if the string produced from a parse tree where the first node is replaced by the second is parsed correctly — that is, the generated string is parsed without any errors, and the parse tree generated from the new parse has the same structure as the tree generated by replacing the node. A node is compatible with another if both nodes are replaceable with each other.

Unfortunately, compatibility is not transitive if one looks at parse validity. For example, say, there are three words in a language — \( a \), \( b \), and \( ac \). Each word is composed of individual letters. In the case of \( a \) and \( b \), the corresponding letter, and for \( ac \), the letters \( a \) and \( c \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{start} \rangle &::= \langle \text{word}1 \rangle | \langle \text{word}2 \rangle | \langle \text{word}3 \rangle \\
\langle \text{word}1 \rangle &::= \langle \text{letter}_a \rangle \\
\langle \text{word}2 \rangle &::= \langle \text{letter}_b \rangle \\
\langle \text{word}3 \rangle &::= \langle \text{letter}_a \rangle \langle \text{letter}_c \rangle \\
\langle \text{letter}_a \rangle &::= 'a' \\
\langle \text{letter}_b \rangle &::= 'b' \\
\langle \text{letter}_c \rangle &::= 'c'
\end{align*}
\]

Now, consider the parse trees of \( a \), \( b \), and \( ac \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{start} \rangle (\langle \text{word}1 \rangle (\langle \text{letter}_a \rangle 'a'))) \\
\langle \text{start} \rangle (\langle \text{word}2 \rangle (\langle \text{letter}_b \rangle 'b'))) \\
\langle \text{start} \rangle (\langle \text{word}3 \rangle (\langle \text{letter}_a \rangle 'a') (\langle \text{letter}_c \rangle 'c')))
\end{align*}
\]

Here, the nodes \( \langle \text{letter}_a \rangle \) across parse trees are compatible because the generated strings are exactly the same. Next, the \( \langle \text{letter}_a \rangle \) under \( \langle \text{word}1 \rangle \) is compatible with \( \langle \text{letter}_b \rangle \) under \( \langle \text{word}2 \rangle \). The generated strings are \( a \) and \( b \). So, is the node \( \langle \text{letter}_b \rangle \) under \( \langle \text{word}2 \rangle \) compatible with \( \langle \text{letter}_a \rangle \) under \( \langle \text{word}3 \rangle \)? Unfortunately not, as the string generated from \( \langle \text{start} \rangle (\langle \text{word}3 \rangle (\langle \text{letter}_b \rangle 'b') (\langle \text{letter}_c \rangle 'c')) \) is \( bc \) which is not in the language.

This means that for the accurate identification of unique node labels, each node has to be compared with all other nodes with the same name, which gives us a complexity of \( O(n^2) \) in the worst case in terms of the number of nodes. However, we found that the assumption of transitivity rarely breaks, and even then, the inaccuracy induced affects less than 10% of inputs generated from the grammar (See the evaluation of mathexpr.py). Since the assumption of transitivity allows us to reduce the computational effort, our evaluation is implemented assuming transitivity of compatibility.

Once we have identified the compatibility buckets, we can update the nodes in them with unique suffixes corresponding to each bucket and update the node name of each one with the suffix. In the case of loop nodes, we also update the stack name of this node in all the descendents elements of this node — all descendents nodes up to the next non-pseudo method call. The idea here is that if there are two unique loop iterations that are incompatible with each other, then any other control flow nodes inside that loops such as conditionals should also be considered incompatible even if the same alternative path is taken in the conditional during the execution of both iterations.

Once the process is complete, all the nodes in all the parse trees will be labeled with consistent and correct identifiers. These can then be extracted to produce the correct grammar. The generalized counterpart to Figure 3 is given in Figure 5b.

### 4.2 Active Learning of Nullability

Some of the loops may be skipped completely — e.g., an empty object in JSON. These can be identified using active learning. The idea is to replace all consecutive loop nodes that are the children of a given node in a given parse tree. Then check the validity of the string produced from that tree. If the parse structure of the new...

---

\[5\]We note that a user of our technique does not need to rely on this assumption. One can choose to do the complete \( O(n^2) \) verification, or can choose anything in between that and the faster but approximate version.
string is correct, and this can be done on all parse trees and at all points where this is possible, the loop is marked as nullable.

For conditional nodes, whether an if node can be skipped can be determined statically without active learning, by simply checking for the presence of an else branch. However, if conditionals may be labeled incorrectly. For example, consider this set of statements:

if g_validate:
    validate_header(header)

While the if does not have an else branch, we do not know whether the body of the conditional can be skipped or not. In particular, the g_validate may be a global configuration option which may mean that it is always enabled or always disabled for specific kinds of parse trees. While we have not found such conditionals in our subjects, if additional accuracy is desired, the optional parts of conditionals may also be verified using active learning.

With this, our trees are accurately labeled and ready for inferring grammars from them.

5 GRAMMAR INFERENCE

For constructing a grammar out of parse trees, we traverse each parse tree starting from the top. Each node we see, if it is not a character node, is marked as a nonterminal in the grammar. The children are placed as the rule for expansion of the nonterminal in the grammar. If the child is a non-character node, the token in the expansion will be a reference to the corresponding nonterminal in the grammar. There may be multiple alternate expansions to the same nonterminal even from the same tree as the same method call may be made recursively. This is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Extracting the basic grammar

function extract_grammar(node, grammar)
    name, uid, children, stack ← node
    a_name := name + uid + stack
    rule := []
    if a_name ∉ grammar then
        grammar[a_name] := {rule}
    else
        grammar[a_name].add(rule)
    if children = ∅ then
        return terminal, a_name
    else
        for child ← children do
            kind, name := extract_grammar(child)
            if kind = terminal then
                rule += to_terminal(name)
            else
                rule += to_nonterminal(name)
        return nonterminal, a_name

An additional challenge comes from identifying repeating patterns. From the various solutions of this problem [25], we chose a modification of the prefix tree acceptor algorithm. Once we run the modified PTA algorithm, the previous grammar is transformed to:

⟨expr⟩ → while:1
⟨expr⟩ → (while:1 while:2)+ while:1
⟨while:1⟩ → if:1
⟨if:1⟩ → num
⟨while:2⟩ → +

The while:<n> can be replaced by the regular expression summaries of the corresponding rules recursively. Here, this gives us the regular expression:

⟨expr⟩ → num | (num [+]*)+ num

While generalizing, we can replace any + with * provided all the items inside the group are nullable. Similarly, when merging regular expressions corresponding to conditionals, one can add (…) i.e. an ε alternative, provided the corresponding if condition was nullable. These steps generate the right hand side regular expressions in Figure 4 for a simple program given in Figure 2. For details on learning regular expressions from samples, see Higuera [22]. The grammar derived from microjson.py after removing differences due to white spaces is given in Figure 1.

5.1 Generalizing Tokens

The grammar we have generated so far is a faithful reproduction of the parsing process. This grammar is however not complete with respect to the generalization. The reason is that typical languages rely on external libc calls such as strid, strtof, and strstr. The internal structure of the portions thus parsed are lost to our simple tracer. Hence, we need to recover the structure of these items separately. A similar problem also occurs in parsers that uses an initial scanner that feeds tokens into parser. These result in nonterminal symbols which simply contain a long list of tokens such as

(5.1) Collect all terminal symbols in the grammar.
(2) Split each terminal symbol into individual characters.
(3) Widen the character into its parent group. E.g. Given a character ‘I’, widen it first to ‘(digit)’, then to ‘(alphanumeric)’, and finally to ‘(anychar)’, checking to make sure that each widening is accepted by the program, and is parsed in the same manner.
(4) Deduplicate the resulting grammar.
(5) Apply regular expression learning using the PTA algorithm to obtain the fully generalized grammar.

5.2 Producing a Compact Grammar

At this point, the mined grammar is readable but verbose. There are a number of transformations that one can take to reduce its verbosity without changing the language defined by the grammar. These are as follows:

Unlike the original PTA, which considers only repeating patterns of single characters, we first scan for and identify repeating patterns of any block size. We next scan the inputs for any instances of the identified repeating patterns. These inputs are then chunked and considered as the alphabets as in the original PTA algorithm.
(1) If there is any nonterminal that is defined by a single rule with a single token, delete the key from the grammar and replace all references to that key with the token instead.
(2) If there are multiple keys with the same rule set, choose one, delete the rest, and update the references to other keys with the chosen one.
(3) If there are duplicate rules under the same key, remove the redundant rules.
(4) Remove any rule that is the same as the key it defines.
(5) If there is any key that is referred to on a single rule on a single token, and the key is defined by just one rule, delete the key from the grammar and replace the reference to the key with the rule.

We repeat these steps as long as the number of rules in the grammar decreases in each cycle. This produces a smaller grammar that defines the same language.

6 EVALUATION
We compare our approach of learning grammars from dynamic control flow with the state of the art, namely learning grammars from dynamic data flow, as embodied in the Autogram tool [33]. The original Autogram implementation extracts input grammars from Java programs—in contrast to our Mimid prototype, which works on Python and C programs. For our comparison, we therefore relied on the code from Mining Input Grammars [51] from Zeller et al., which embodies the Autogram approach by learning grammars from dynamic data flow of Python programs. As we are interested in comparing algorithms, rather than tools, for all differences in results, we investigate how much they are due to conceptual differences.

We also note that the Python implementation of learning from dynamic data flows does not implement generalization of character sets to regular expressions (unlike the original Autogram tool [33]). For a fair comparison of Python subjects, we thus have disabled Mimid generalization of character sets to larger regular expressions. For C subjects, generalization of character sets is enabled.

Our research questions are as follows:
RQ 1. How accurate are the derived grammars as producers?
RQ 2. How accurate are the derived grammars as parsers?
RQ 3. Can one apply Mimid to modern parsing techniques such as combinatorial parsing?

6.1 Subjects
We focused on subjects that demonstrated different styles of writing recursive descent parsers, with different levels of grammars, with and without a lexing stage, and in different implementation languages. Our subjects were the following (the kind of the grammar – regular or context free is indicated in parenthesis).

- **calc.py** (CFG) – a simple recursive descent program written in textbook style from the Codeproject[1], simplified and converted to Python. It also forms the running example in Section 2. We used self generated expressions to mine the grammar and evaluate.
- **mathexpr.py** (CFG) – a more advanced expression evaluator from the Codeproject [5]. It includes pre-defined constants, method calls, and the ability to define variables. As in the case with calc.py, we used self generated expressions and test cases to mine the grammar and evaluate.

**cgidcode.py** (RG) – the cgidcode.py Python implementation from the chapter on Code Coverage [49] from Zeller et al. This is an example of a parser that is a simple state machine. It is not recursive and hence does not use the stack. For cgidcode.py, we used self generated expressions to mine the grammar and evaluate.

**urlparse.py** (RG) – the URL parser of the Python urllib library [9]. An example of an ad hoc parsing with little ordering between how the parts are parsed. For initial mining and evaluation, we used the URLs generated from passing tests using the test_urllib.py in the Python distribution. We also used a hand-written grammar to generate inputs as we detail later.

**microjson.py** (CFG) – a minimal JSON parser from Github [6]. We fixed a few bugs in this project during the course of extracting its grammar (merged upstream). For mining, we chose ten simple samples that explored all code paths in the parser. For our evaluation, we used 100 samples of JSON generated from the following JSON API end points: api.duckduckgo.com, developer.github.com, api.github.com, dictionaryapi.com, wordsapi.com, tech.yandex.com. We also added sample JSON files from json.org, json-schema.org, jsonlint, w3schools.com, and opensearch.adobe.com.

**parsecclisp.py** (CFG) – the conversion of an s-expression Parser to PyParsec. We used a golden grammar (a given correct grammar) to generate inputs.

**tiny.c** (CFG) – a minimal C compiler implemented in C [8]. The tiny parser uses a separate lexing stage. We used a golden grammar given in the tiny source to generate the inputs.

**mjs.c** (CFG) – a minimal JavaScript interpreter implemented in C [7]. We used the ANTLR grammar for JavaScript from the ANTLR project to generate inputs.

**jsonparsing.c** (CFG) – a fast JSON parser implemented in C [3].

6.2 RQ 1. Grammar Accuracy as Producer
For our experiments, we used both learning from dynamic data flows (Autogram; [33]) and learning from dynamic control flow (Mimid; our approach) on the same set of samples and generated a grammar from each approach for each program. This grammar was then used to generate inputs to fuzz the program using the GrammarFuzzer [50]. The number of inputs that were accepted by the subject program is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar inferred from</th>
<th>dynamic control flow</th>
<th>produce more inputs than dynamic data flow.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

To assess and understand the differences in results between learning from data flow and control flow, we manually examined the grammars produced where a large difference was visible. As an implementation for learning from dynamic data flows was only available for Python, we only look at these subjects in detail.

6.2.1 calc.py. A snippet of the grammar learned from dynamic data flow for calc.py is given below.
Table 1: Inputs generated by inferred grammars that were accepted by the program (1,000 inputs each)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>from data flows</th>
<th>from control flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(state of the art)</td>
<td>(our approach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calc.py</td>
<td>36.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathexpr.py</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgidecode.py</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urlparse.py</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microjson.py</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parseclisp.py</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jsonparser.c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiny.c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mjs.c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grammar from our approach (dynamic control flow) for the same program using same mining sample is given in Figure 4. An examination shows that the rules derived from dynamic data flow were not as general as ours. That is, the grammar generated from dynamic data flow is enumerative at the expense of generality. Why does this happen? The reason is that parse_expr() and other functions in calc.py accept a buffer of input characters, with an index specifying the current parse location. Learning from dynamic data flow relies on fragmented values being passed into method calls for successful extraction of parts and hence the derivation of tree structure. Here, the first call creates a linear tree with each nested method claiming the entirety of the buffer, and this defeats the learning algorithm.

This is not a matter of better implementation. The original Autogram implementation [33] relies on parameters to the method calls to contain only parts of the input. While any algorithm learning from dynamic data flows may choose to ignore the method parameters, any use of a similar buffer inside the method will cause the algorithm to fail unless it is able to identify such spurious variables.

6.2.2 mathexpr.py. For mathexpr.py, the situation was again similar. Learning from dynamic data flow was unable to abstract any rules. The mathexpr.py program uses a variation of the strategy used by calc.py for parsing. It stores the input in an internal buffer in the class and stores the index to the buffer as the location being currently parsed. For similar reasons as before, learning from dynamic data flows fails to extract the parts of the buffer. Our approach of learning from dynamic control flow, on the other hand, produced an almost correct grammar, correctly identifying constants and external variables. The single mistake found (which was the cause of multiple invalid outputs) was instructive. The mathexpr.py program pre-defines letters from a to z as constants. Further, it also defines functions such as exp(). The function names are checked in the same place as the constants are parsed. Mimid found that the function names are composed of letters, and some of the letters in the function names are compatible with the single letter variables—they can be exchanged and still produce correct values. Since we assumed transitivity, Mimid assumed that all letters in function names are compatible with single letter constants. This assumption produced function names such as eep(), which failed the input validation.

6.2.3 microjson.py. The microjson.py grammar inferred from dynamic data flow produces more than 50% valid inputs when compared to 98.2% from Mimid. Further, we note that the 50% valid inputs paints a more robust picture than the actual situation. That is, the grammar recovered from dynamic data flows for microjson.py is mostly an enumeration of the values seen during mining. The reason is that microjson.py uses a data structure JStream which internally contains a StringIO buffer of data. This data structure is passed as method parameters for all method calls, e.g., _from_json_string(stm). Hence, every call to the data structure gets the complete buffer with no chance of breaking it apart. We note that it is possible to work around this problem by essentially ignoring method parameters and focusing more on return values. The problem with the data structure can also be worked around by modifying the data structure to hold only the remaining data to be parsed. This however, requires some specific knowledge of the program being analyzed. Learning from dynamic control flow with Mimid, on the other hand, is not affected by the problem of buffers at all and recovers a complete grammar.

6.2.4 urlparse.py. For urlparse.py, neither grammars learned from data flow nor those learned from control flows performed well (the inferred grammar could recognize less than 10% of the samples) due to the inability to generalize strings. Since we were interested in comparing the capabilities of both algorithms in detecting a structure, we restricted our mining sample to only contain a specific set of strings. The urlparse.py program splits the given input to (scheme), (netloc), (query), and (fragment) based on delimiters. In particular, the internal structure of (netloc) and (query) were ignored by the urlparse.py.

Hence, we wrote a grammar for urlparse.py which contained a list of specific strings for each part. Next, we generated 100 inputs each using the Grammar Fuzzer and validated each by checking the string with the program. We then used these strings as a mining set. With this mining set, the grammars learned from both data flow and control flow could produce 100% correct inputs.

6.2.5 parseclisp.py. Similar to other subjects, the grammar generated by Autogram was enumerative which resulted in 100% generated inputs accepted by the program (only previously seen inputs could be generated) while resulting in much lower inputs produced by the golden grammar being accepted by the recovered grammar. The grammar recovered by Mimid on the other hand could parse 80.6% of the inputs produced by the golden grammar.

6.2.6 jsonparser.c. The program jsonparser.c is in C, and hence there is no evaluation using Autogram. However, we note that grammar recovered using Mimid had 100% accuracy in producing valid inputs when used for fuzzing.
6.2.7 tiny.c. The program tiny.c is also in C, and hence there is no evaluation using Autogram. However, like for jsonparser.c, the grammar recovered using Mimid could produce 100% valid inputs when fuzzing.

6.2.8 mjs.c. The program tiny.c is also a C subject with no evaluation possible using Autogram. We found that the inputs produced by the grammar recovered using Mimid were almost always valid (95.4%).

### 6.3 RQ 2. Grammar Accuracy as Parser

For our second question, we want to assess whether correct inputs would also be accepted by our inferred grammars. In order to obtain correct inputs, we used various approaches as available for different grammars. For calc.py and mathexpr.py, we wrote a grammar by hand. Next, we used this grammar to generate a set of inputs that were then run through the subject programs to check whether the inputs were valid. We collected 1,000 such inputs for both programs. Next, these inputs were fed into parsers using grammars mined from dynamic control flow (Mimid) and dynamic data flow (Autogram). We used the Iterative Earley Parser from [52] for verifying that the inputs were parsed by the given grammar.

For urlparse.py, we used the same grammar for parsing that we already had used to generate mining inputs. We again collected a set of valid inputs and verified that the inferred grammar is able to parse these inputs. For microjson.py, we used the collected JSON documents as described above. The largest document was 2,840 lines long. We then verified whether the grammar inferred by each algorithm could parse these inputs. Our results are given in Table 2. As one would expect, grammars from data flow cannot parse the expressions from calc.py and mathexpr.py grammars. For cgidecode.py, grammars from data flow performed poorly, while grammars from dynamic control flow (Mimid) achieved 100% accuracy. As we expected, grammars from dynamic control flow performed better for microjson.py too, with more than 90% of the input samples recognized by the inferred grammar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>from data flows</th>
<th>from control flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(state of the art)</td>
<td>(our approach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calc.py</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mathexpr.py</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgidecode.py</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urlparse.py</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microjson.py</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parsecypress.py</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jsonparser.c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiny.c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mjs.c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Inputs generated by a golden grammar that were accepted by the inferred grammar parser (1,000 inputs each except microjson.py which used 100 external inputs)

The outlier is urlparse.py, for which grammars from dynamic data flow achieved 100% while grammars from dynamic control flow (Mimid) performed slightly worse (but still more than 90% input strings recognized by the inferred grammar). An inspection of the source code of the subject program reveals that it violated one of the assumptions of Mimid. Namely, urlparse.py searches for character strings in the entirety of its input rather than restricting searches to unparsed parts of the program. For example, it searches for URL fragments (delimited by #) starting from the first location in the input. When this happens, Mimid has no way to tell these spurious accesses apart from the true parsing.

We have no comparisons from Autogram for the C subjects. However, the grammar recovered by Mimid for each of the C subjects could parse almost all inputs produced by the golden grammar — jsonparser.c (83.8%), tiny.c (92.8%), and mjs.c (95.9%).

### 6.4 RQ 3. Modern Parsing Techniques

While the large majority of parsers is written by hand in the traditional recursive descent approach [41], another parsing technique has become popular recently. Parser combinator [19] are recommended over parser generators due to the various inflexibilities such as handling ambiguities, context-sensitive features [38], and bad error messages [35] when using parser generators. Indeed, parser combinator are often recommended [17] as recognizers where no usable dataflow to unique variables exist. Combinatory parsers are parsers that are built from small primitive parsers that recognize a single literal at a time. These are combined using two operations — sequencing (AndThen), and alternation (OrElse). Given that these parsers follow a fixed recipe for combinations, recovering the grammar from a representative combinatory parser that uses primitive parsers as well as the two operations is sufficient to show that Mimid can recover grammars from any such combinatory parsers however complex. Hence, to verify that our technique can indeed recover the grammar from parsers written using the combinatory parsing approach, we include a representative combinatory parsing recognizer (parsecypress.py) in our subjects.

As our results in Table 1 and Table 2 show, our technique is not challenged by this kind of parsers.

**Mimid is not challenged by combinatory parsers.**

### 7 LIMITATIONS

Our work is subject to the following important limitations.

**Approximation.** An interpreter for a programming language or a data format for specific applications often have additional restrictions beyond the initial parsing stage. We only try to recover the grammar from the initial parser, and hence, the grammar recovered is an approximation and captures only the syntactic part not the semantic rules. We assume that input is parsed as long as it is subject to “syntactic” character and string comparisons and storage only; and processed as

---

other “semantic” operations such as arithmetics are being applied.

Table-driven parsers. In table-driven parsers, control flow and stack are not explicitly encoded into the program, but an implicit part of the parser state. We do not attempt grammar recovery from table driven parsers with Mimid.

Sample inputs. The features of grammars produced by Mimid reflect the features of the inputs it is provided with: If a feature is not present in the input set, it will not be present in the resulting grammar either. New test generators specifically targeting input processors [41] could be able to create such input sets automatically.

Reparsing. Since Mimid tracks only the last access of a character, it can get confused if an ad hoc parser reparses a previously parsed input. This problem can be addressed by exploring multiple candidates for consumption and comparing the resulting grammar structure.

8 RELATED WORK

Learning the input language of a given program is an established line of research. There is a large body of work [22, 30, 31] and a community [2] devoted to learning grammars through black-box approaches. However, as noted in Section 1, there are fundamental limits [11] to this technique, which also apply to statistical approaches such as Learn&Fuzz [28], PULSAR [26], Neural byte sieve [45], and NEUZZ [24]. We thus focus on gray and white-box techniques.

8.1 Learning Context-Free Grammars

Autogram [33] is the approach closest to ours. Autogram uses the program code in a dynamic, white-box fashion. Given a program and a set of inputs, Autogram uses dynamic taints to identify the data flow from the input to string fragments found during execution. These entities are associated with corresponding method calls in the call tree, and each entity is assigned an input interval that specifies start and end indices of the string found in that entity during execution. Using a subsumption relation, these intervals are collated into a parse tree; the grammar for that parse tree can be recovered by recursively descending into the tree. While learning from dynamic data flows can produce very readable and usable grammars, its success depends on having a data flow to track. If parts of the input are not stored in some variable, there is no data flow to learn from. If the parser skips parts of the input (say, to scan over a comment), this will not result in a data flow. Conversely, data can flow into multiple variables, causing another set of problems. If a parser uses multiple functions, whose parameters are a buffer pointer and an index into the buffer, then each of these functions gets the entire buffer as a data flow. Such programming idioms may be less frequent in Java (the subjects Autogram aims at), but in general would require expensive and difficult disambiguation.

In contrast, our approach tracks all accesses of individual characters, no matter whether they would be stored. Our assumption that the last function accessing a character is the consumer of this character (and hence parsing a nonterminal) still produces very readable and accurate grammars.

8.2 Recovering Parse Trees

Lin et al. [39, 40] show how to recover parse trees from inputs using a combination of static and dynamic analysis. They observe that the structure of the input is induced by the way its parts are used during execution, and provide two approaches for recovering bottom-up and top-down parse trees. Similar to our approach, they construct a call tree which contains the method calls, and crucially, the conditionals and individual loop iterations. Next, they identify which nodes in the call tree consume which characters in the input string. Their key idea is a parsing point where they consider a particular character to have been consumed. The parsing point of a character is the last point that the character was used before the parsing point of its successor. A character is used when a value derived from it is accessed — that is, the input labels are propagated through variable assignments much like taints.

A problem with this approach is that it only considers well written parsers in the textbook style that consumes characters one by one before the next character is parsed. Unfortunately, in real world handwritten parsers, one cannot always have this guarantee. For example, the Python URL parser first checks if a given URL contains any fragment (indicated by the delimiter #), and if there is, the fragment is split from the URL. Next, in the remaining prefix, the query string is checked, which is indicated by the delimiter ?, which is then separated out from the path. Finally, the parameters that are encoded in the path using ; are parsed from the path left over from the above steps. This kind of processing is by no means rare. A common pattern is to split the input string into fields using delimiters such as commas and then parse the individual fields. All this means that the parsing points by Lin et al. will occur much before the actual parse. Lin et al. note that one cannot simply use the last use of a label as its parsing point because the values derived from it may be accessed after the parsing phase.

Mimid uses the same last use strategy, but gets around this problem by only tracking access to the original input buffer. Mimid stops tracking as soon as the input is transformed, which makes the Mimid instrumentation lightweight, and grammars accurate.

Finally, Lin et al. stop at parse trees. While they show how the function names can form the nonterminal symbols, their approach stops at identifying control flow nodes and makes no attempt to either identify compatible nodes or the iteration order, or to recover a grammar which needs something similar to the prefix tree acceptor algorithm to generalize over multiple trees, each of which is needed to accurately label the parse tree.

8.3 Testing with Grammar-Like Structures

GRIMOIRE by Blazytko et al. [15] is an end-to-end grey-box fuzzer that uses the new coverage obtained by inputs to synthesize a grammar-like structure while fuzzing. There are two major shortcomings with the grammar like structures generated by GRIMOIRE. First, according to the authors [15, Section 3, last paragraph], the grammar like structure contains a flat hierarchy and contains a single nonterminal denoted by □. This nonterminal can be expanded to any of the “production rules” which are input fragments with the same nonterminal □ inserted in them, producing gaps that can be filled in. Real world applications, however, often have multiple nestings, where only a particular kind of items can be inserted—e.g numbers,
strings, etc. These kinds of structures cannot be represented by the
grammar like structure without loss of accuracy. Second, as the
grammar structure derived by GRIMOIRE is essentially a long list of
templates, the grammar is likely to be uninterpretable by humans.

Other tools that infer grammar like structures during test gen-
eration include GLADE [14] and REINAM [48] (based on GLADE),
both of which are black-box approaches, and thus subject to the
constraints of black-box approaches. Bastani et al. provide a proof
that a parenthesis (Dyck) language can be inferred by the GLADE
algorithm in $O(n^4)$ time in terms of the seed length. This, however,
can not be generalized to the general context-free class [11].

Neither GRIMOIRE, GLADE, or REINAM allow to export the
inferred input structures, as they focus on test generation rather
than grammar extraction.

8.4 Learning Finite State Models

The idea of using dynamic traces for inferring models of the un-
derlying software goes back to Hugar et al.[34], learning a finite
state model representation of a program; Walkingshaw et al. [47]
later refined this approach using queries. Such models represent
legal sequences of (input) events and thus correspond to the input
language of the program. While our approach could also be applied
to event sequences rather than character sequences, it focuses on
recovering syntactic (context-free) input structures. Another re-
lated work by Bafante et al. [16] uses a method similar to ours to
group similar nodes during automata approximation.

8.5 Domain-Specific Approaches

Polyglot [18] and Prosper [20] reverse engineer network proto-
cols. They track how the program under test accesses its input
data, recovering fixed-length fields, direction fields, and separa-
tors. Tupni [21] from Cui et al. uses similar techniques to reverse
engineer binary file formats; for instance, element sequences are
identified from loops that process an unbounded sequence of ele-
ments. AuthScan [13] from Bari et al. uses source code analysis to
extract web authentication protocols from implementations. None
of these generalizes to recursive input structures.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Many activities of software engineering benefit from formal input
models for a program. However, formal input models are seldom
available, and even then, the model can be incomplete, obsolete,
or inaccurate with respect to the actual implementation. Inferring
input grammars from dynamic control flow, as introduced in this
paper, produces readable grammars that accurately describe input
syntax. Improving over the state of the art, which uses data flow to
identify grammars, our approach can infer grammars even in the
absence of data flow and does not require heuristics for common
parsing patterns. As we show in our evaluation, our approach is
superior to the state of the art both in precision and recall and is
applicable to a wide range of parsers, up to input languages such as
JSON, JavaScript, or TinyC whose complexity far exceeds the
previous state of the art.

The complete code of our approach, including subjects and ex-
perimental data, is available as a self-contained Jupyter notebook:

https://github.com/vrthra/mimid
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